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THE GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SIKH CALENDAR ART 

By Dr. Kavita Singh 

Abstract: 

This research paper traces the genesis and development of Sikh Calendar art/Sikh Popular art 

which has systematically evolved into a full-fledged genre of Sikh art over the last three centuries as it 

draws inspiration from the Sikh religion, ethos, philosophical perspectives and glorious history of the 

Sikhs. The fountainhead of Sikh Calendar art is the pictorial narratives based on Janam Sakhis drawn by 

the artists engaged by the earlier preachers of Sikhism and it culminated into the formation of hand-

painted pothis/manuscripts which had text as well as illustrations. This tradition further blossomed as 

more and more artists were engaged by devout followers of Sikhism to paint walls of shrines, 

thakurdwaras, deras, sarais, dharamshalas, akharas and havelis in the form of frescoes and murals to 

spread the message of Sikhism. With the arrival of art of miniature painting by the Rajasthani artists in 

Kangra, Guler, Chamba, Basohli, Nurpur and Kotla, the Sikh art got further impetus as these artists 

started adopting Sikh themes to seek greater patronage from the Sikh rulers as Maharaja Ranjit Singh, 

his courtiers and Sikh aristocrats showed keen interest and appreciation for this classical form of 

painting which had great aesthetic and artistic merit. The court of Maharaja Ranjit Singh had great 

splendour and grandeur which attracted hordes of European travelers, artists, generals and historians. 

The famous European artists brought with them new techniques of painting like oil on canvas, water-

colour, pastels, chalk, crayon, woodcut, lithography and zinc etching. These painters profusely painted 

the Lahore Durbar and portraits of the royalties, generals and aristocrats with photo-realistic technique 

giving emphasis on proper perspective, three-dimensional aspects, flora and fauna, architecture, 

weaponry and costumes. As they had brought with them the printing presses, prints of the fabulous 

paintings started flooding the markets in Lahore and Amritsar. Brilliant Sikh artists who were acting as 

their helpers whole-heartedly picked up their painting techniques. After attaining proficiency in western 

painting techniques, they started painting Sikh themes and thus Sikh art developed rapidly with newer 

and enchanting explorations and innovations. To make their art available to the masses, prints based on 

paintings of Sikh themes and philosophy were produced in great numbers and sold in bazaars, fairs, 

festivals in front of the Gurdwaras, temples and shrines. Walls of nearly every Punjabi home and 

establishment were adorned with these magnificent and colourful Sikh calendars as people adored their 

thematic content which preached divine and spiritual messages of Sikh Gurus. Generation after 

generation of artists pursued this genre of art with diligence and deep dedication and today we have a 
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characterised into two basic traditions as Puratan Janam Sakhi and Bhai Bala Janam Sakhi.4 These were 

created by the Pracharaks (preachers) with the help of local artists and had a distinctive yet simple 

stylization which stands on the cusp of line drawings of Rajasthani and Pahari paintings. The pioneers 

who endeavoured in this direction were chiefly Udasi, Ramraiya and Sodhi Deras (monasteries) all 

offshoots of the mainstream of Sikhism.5 However, it is evidenced from one of the varan (ballads) 

written by Bhai Gurdas, a disciple of Guru Arjan and the scribe of the Adi-Granth (Sikh scripture) that 

there was a well-developed Janam Sakhi tradition in vogue during the tenure of Guru Arjan Dev- the 

fifth Sikh Guru.6 In the Janam Sakhi paintings, the initial emphasis was on the portrayal of anecdotes 

from Guru Nanak’s childhood to his youth and undertaking of four Udasis (long spiritual travels) during 

which Baba Nanak met and interacted with all sorts of people- priests, saints, kings, Yogis, Mullahs, 

monks, Pirs, demons, cannibals and even sorceresses. These illustrations usually carried suitable 

labeling of the characters and a brief description of the episode or the story behind the scene depicted in 

a particular painting. Initially there was less stress on ornamentation of the hashias (margins) and the 

backgrounds were rarely crowded with elements of nature. With the spread of Guru Nanak’s message of 

humanism and universal brotherhood, interesting and engaging works on the subject were produced in 

great numbers. Slowly yet steadily, there was a marked adoption of symbols and elements of high 

aesthetic value from the paintings of Rajasthani, Mughal and Persian styles.  

The decorative murals and frescoes appeared simultaneously on the walls of shrines, 

thakurdwaras (temples), deras, sarais (Inns), dharamshalas, akharas and landmark havelis owned by 

devout followers and preachers of Sikhism. The prominent specimens of this genre of art are mostly in 

the thakurdwaras of Bairagis (ascetics) such as the one built by Sant Jagveen Das Bairagi, near the 

Wagah Border at Attari in the mid 17th century.7 The landmark source in the development of wall 

painting in Punjab pertains to samadhi (structure build on a grave of a religious person or saint) of Bhai 

Dalla, a disciple of Guru Gobind Singh at Talwandi Sabo, now Damdama Sahib.  

The drawings and paintings on Sikh themes flourished as a number of renowned painters from 

Rajasthan migrated to Punjab hills during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh as there was greater 

patronage and protection for these painters who had fled the kingdoms of Rajasthan due to perennial 

turmoil and wars between the Mughals and Rajput rulers.  

Another vital dimension which was responsible for the extension of Pahari art was the Sikh 

patronage at the very end of the eighteenth century, when Raja Sansar Chand of Kangra, the chief patron 

of painting in the Kangra valley was forced to seek the aid of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the Sikh ruler of 
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stylization and religious content based on Sikh ideology, Sikh identity, Sikh maryada, Sikh history and 

philosophy, thereby establishing a true Sikh image, were brought out with a missionary zeal by 

prominent Sikh patrons responsible for the promotion of Sikh religion and Sikh way of life. These did 

not look like the cheap commercial versions of the earlier works being printed by printing presses. 

Primarily due to the fact that artists engaged in this genre had acquired magnificent control over painting 

techniques. They used new methods and technologies to improve the quality of artistic and aesthetically 

sound paintings. The creative elements used by these artists further enhanced the appearance and quality 

of these Sikh Calendar art prints. This genre of Popular Sikh art or Calendar art has reached the shores 

of every continent due to digitalization of the works being produced in India and these have become 

collector’s items for second and third generation Punjabi settlers.  
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